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Abstract
In this paper we emphasize two different aspects of abduction in Logic Programming (LP): (1) the engineering of LP abduction systems, and (2) application of LP abduction, complemented with other non-monotonic features, to
model morality issues. For the LP engineering part, we present an implemented
tabled abduction technique in order to reuse priorly obtained (and tabled) abductive solutions, from one abductive context to another. Aiming at the interplay between LP abduction and other LP non-monotonic reasoning, this tabled
abduction technique is combined with our own-developed LP updating mechanism – the latter also employs tabling mechanisms, notably incremental tabling
of XSB Prolog. The first contribution of this paper is therefore a survey of
our tabled abduction and updating techniques, plus further development of our
preliminary approach to combine these two techniques.
The second contribution of the paper pertains to the application part. We
formulate a LP-based counterfactual reasoning, based on Pearl’s structural theory, via the aforementioned unified approach of our LP abduction and updating.
The formulation of counterfactuals allows us to subsequently demonstrate its
applications to model moral permissibility, according to the Doctrines of Double
and Triple Effect, and to provide its justification. The applications are shown
through classic moral examples from the literature, and tested in our prototype,
Qualm, an implementation reifying the presented unified approach.
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Introduction

Abduction has been well studied in Logic Programming (LP) [11, 26, 25, 13, 17, 4],
establishing theoretical results that support the implementation of LP abduction
systems. LP abduction has been applied in a variety of areas, such as in diagnosis
[18], planning [15], scheduling [28], reasoning of rational agents and decision making
[31, 42], knowledge assimilation [27], natural language understanding [5], security
protocols verification [1], and systems biology [50]. Such applications demonstrate
the potential of LP abduction and motivates further advancements of LP abduction
systems to prepare them for even more challenging applications.
In this paper we report two results of our recent research in LP abduction concerning: (1) the engineering of LP abduction systems, and (2) application of LP
abduction, complemented with other non-monotonic reasoning, to modeling a number of issues in morality.
Engineering of LP abduction systems We address two challenges in engineering a LP abduction system. For one, in abduction, finding some best explanations
(i.e. adequate abductive solutions) to an observed evidence, or finding assumptions
that can justify a goal, can be costly. It is often the case that abductive solutions
found within one context are also relevant in a different context, and can be reused
with little cost. In LP, absent of abduction, goal solution reuse is commonly addressed by employing a tabling mechanism [62]. Therefore, tabling appears to be
conceptually suitable for abduction, so as to reuse abductive solutions. In practice, abductive solutions reuse is not immediately amenable to tabling, because such
solutions go together with an abductive context.
We conceptualize in [56] a tabled abduction technique, to benefit from LP tabling
mechanisms in contextual abduction, i.e., to reuse priorly obtained (and tabled)
abductive solutions, from one abductive context to another. The technique is underpinned by the theory of Abdual [4], for computing abduction in LP over WellFounded Semantics [66]. The tabled abduction technique is implemented in XSB
Prolog [64], resulting in a LP abduction system Tabdual. It concretely realizes the
abstract theory of Abdual, while also taking care of pragmatic issues, due to the
presence of tabled abduction, to foster the practicality of Tabdual.
Another challenge we address is the interplay between LP abduction and other
LP non-monotonic reasoning. It is apparent that when it comes to applications,
notably in reasoning of rational agents and decision making, abduction needs to
be enriched with other features. For instance, such applications are susceptible
to knowledge updates and changes, due to incomplete information of the world or
the evolution of the agents themselves. In this case, abduction systems need to be
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complemented with LP updating feature.
Aiming at that goal, we propound yet another use of tabling mechanisms, notably the so-called incremental tabling, for LP updating. Incremental tabling, also
available in XSB Prolog, is an advanced tabling feature that ensures the consistency
of answers in a table with all dynamic information on which the table depends. It
does so by incrementally maintaining the table, rather than by recomputing answers in the table from scratch to keep it updated. This incremental table maintenance is achieved by automatically propagating assertion or retraction of information
bottom-up; such propagation is typically triggered by the invocation of a given goal.
In [55, 54], we conceptualize a technique with incremental tabling that permits a
reconciliation of high-level top-down deliberative reasoning about a goal, with autonomous low-level bottom-up world reactivity to ongoing updates. The technique,
dubbed Evolp/r, is theoretically based on Dynamic Logic Programs [3] and its
subsequent development, Evolving Logic Programs (Evolp) [2].
In [57] we preliminarily bring LP abduction and LP updating into a unified
approach based on the aforementioned two implementation techniques: Tabdual
and Evolp/r, respectively. It aims at the use of joint tabling of both features, so as
to benefit from reusing the abductive solutions obtained in one context for another,
while also allowing top-down goal-driven incremental tabling of updates by upwards
propagation. The approach in [57] borrows the concept of hypothesis generation
[42]. While this concept permits generating only abductive explanations relevant
for the problem at hand, the preliminary unified approach [57] limits the benefit of
tabled abduction. In this paper we further develop this unified approach by leaving
out the hypotheses generation concept in order to uphold the idea and the benefit
of tabled abduction. The unified approach is implemented and applied to formulate
counterfactual reasoning, which in turn is used to address morality issues, as we
detail next.
Applications of LP abduction to Morality Computational morality (also
known as machine ethics, machine morality, artificial morality and computational
ethics) is a burgeoning field of inquiry that emerges from the need of imbuing autonomous agents with the capacity of moral decision-making. It has particularly
attracted interest from the artificial intelligence community and has brought together perspectives from various fields, amongst them: philosophy, cognitive science,
neuroscience and primatology. The overall result of this interdisciplinary research
is therefore not only important for equipping agents with the capacity of making
moral judgments, but also for helping us better understand morality, through the
creation and testing of computational models of ethical theories.
The potential of LP to computational morality has been reported in [30, 45,
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21]. In [58] we summarize our work emphasizing the application of LP abduction
and other LP-based reasoning for modeling the dynamics of knowledge and moral
cognition of an individual agent, where we employ LP abduction jointly with other
non-monotonic reasoning. The reader is also referred to [46] which summarizes:
(1) our study with other co-authors on collective morals and the emergence, in a
population, of evolutionarily stable moral norms, of fair and just cooperation, in
the presence of cognitive aspects, such as intention recognition, commitment, and
mutual tolerance through apology; and (2) our view on bridging individual and
collective morality, as they are necessarily intertwined.
In the second part of the paper we report the continuation of our prior work for
modeling the dynamics of knowledge and moral cognition of an individual agent,
now benefiting from the integration of Tabdual and Evolp/r discussed earlier. It
is important to note that the application we show in this paper neither aims at defending any considered moral principles nor resolving the dilemmas appearing in the
examples, as even philosophers naturally are split over opinions on them. Instead, its
purpose is to show that our unified approach of LP abduction and updating (with its
implementation) are capable and appropriate for expressing viewpoints on morality
issues discussed herein, in accordance with the results and the theory argued in the
literature.
We start by applying LP abduction and updating to model counterfactual reasoning, as people typically reason about what they should or should not have done
when they examine decisions in moral situations [36, 34, 52, 38]. It is therefore
natural for them to engage counterfactual thoughts in such settings.
Counterfactuals capture the process of reasoning about a past event that did not
occur, namely what would have happened had this event occurred; or, vice-versa,
to reason about an event that did occur but what if it had not. An example, taken
from [8]: Lightning hits a forest and a devastating forest fire breaks out. The forest
was dry after a long hot summer and many acres were destroyed. One may think of
a counterfactual about it, e.g., “if only there had not been lightning, then the forest
fire would not have occurred”.
Counterfactuals have been widely studied in philosophy [32, 9, 20], psychology
[35, 51, 36, 8, 14, 38], as well as from the computational viewpoint [19, 41, 6, 40, 67].
Research in LP to model counterfactual reasoning is nevertheless still limited. In
[41], counterfactuals, based on Lewis’s counterfactuals [32], are evaluated using contradiction removal semantics of LP. The semantics defines the most similar worlds
by removing contradictions from the associated program, obtaining the so-called
maximal non-contradictory submodels of the program. In [6], Probabilistic LP language P-log with Stable Model Semantics is employed to encode Pearl’s probabilistic
causal model [40] of counterfactual reasoning. In [67], Pearl’s approach is encoded
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using a different Probabilistic LP, viz., CP-logic. None of these LP-based approaches
involves abduction in modeling counterfactuals.
In this paper we specifically adopt Pearl’s approach [40], abstaining from probabilities, but resorting to LP abduction and updating. LP abduction is employed
for providing background conditions from observations made or evidences given,
whereas defeasible LP rules allow adjusting the current model via hypothetical updates of intervention. Therefore, our first application is to formulate an implemented
evaluation procedure for counterfactuals via LP abduction and updating. The implementation is based on our unified approach of Tabdual and Evolp/r, and
named Qualm (its ongoing development is available from https://github.com/
merah-putih/qualm). Qualm is appropriately used for applications concerned with
the reasoning of agents, in particular those involving counterfactuals when probabilities are not known or needed. We specifically look into its challenging applications
in moral reasoning (for our related work on probabilistic moral reasoning, cf. [21]).
We apply counterfactuals (by resorting to its LP formulation), together with a
combination of LP abduction and updating, to model morality issues. Counterfactuals are engaged to examine moral permissibility of an action by distinguishing
whether an effect of an action is a cause for achieving a morally dilemmatic goal or
merely a side-effect of that action. The distinction is essential for establishing moral
permissibility from the viewpoints of the Doctrines of Double Effect [37] and of
Triple Effect [29], as scrutinized herein through several classic moral examples from
the literature. We also apply counterfactuals to address a form of moral justification.
Through examples, we show how compound counterfactuals may provide moral justification for what was done due to lack of the current knowledge. We also touch
upon Scanlon’s contractualism [60] as a reference for employing counterfactuals to
provide a justified, but defeasible, exception to permissibility of actions.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews necessary background on
abduction in LP. We discuss the LP engineering part by presenting the concept of
tabled abduction, LP updating with incremental tabling, and the interplay between
them in Section 3. The application part is subsequently elaborated in the next
two sections: the formulation of counterfactuals with LP abduction and updating
is detailed in Section 4, whereas Section 5 presents applications of counterfactuals
to model morality issues. The reader may skip the technical LP engineering part
(Section 3) without loss of understanding of the application part. We conclude in
Section 6 with some remarks on related issues that may trigger future work.
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2

Abduction in Logic Programming

We start by recapping basic notation in LP and review how abduction is expressed
and computed in LP.
A literal is either an atom B or its default negation not B, named positive and
negative literals, respectively. They are negation complements to each other. The
atoms true and false are true and false, respectively, in every interpretation. A logic
program is a set of rules of the form H ← B, naturally read as “H if B”, where its
head H is an atom and its (finite) body B is a sequence of literals. When B is empty
(equal to true), the rule is called a fact and simply written H. A rule in the form
of a denial, i.e., with false as head, is an integrity constraint (IC).
In LP, an abductive hypothesis (abducible) is a 2-valued positive literal Ab or
its negation complement Ab∗ (denotes not Ab), whose truth value is not initially
assumed, and it does not appear in the head of a rule. An abductive logic program
is one allowing abducibles in the body of rules. An observation O is a set of literals,
analogous to a query in LP; we use the usual LP notation ?- to denote a query.
Abduction in LP can be accomplished by a top-down query-oriented procedure
for finding a query solution, i.e., a consistent abductive solution, by need. The
solution’s abducibles are leaves in its procedural query-rooted call-graph, where the
graph is recursively generated by the procedure calls from literals in bodies of rules
to heads of rules, and thence to the literals in a rule’s body.
Example 1. A library in a city is close with two possible explanations: it is close
in the weekend, or when it is not weekend, there are no librarians working. These
days, librarians are often absent from their work because they participate in a strike.
On the other hand, a museum in that city is only close when there is a special visit
by important guests. This example can be expressed by a logic program below
(weekend, strike, and special_visit are abducible atoms):
close_library ← weekend.
close_library ← weekend∗ , absent.
absent ← strike.
close_museum ← special_visit.
Consider the query ?- close_library. It induces the call-graph with close_library
as its root and, through procedure calls, it ends with two leaves: one leaf containing
abducible weekend as an abductive solution, and the other containing abducibles
[weekend∗ , strike] as another solution.
The correctness of this top-down computation requires the underlying semantics
to be relevant, as it avoids computing a whole model (to warrant its existence) in
finding an answer to a query. Instead, it suffices to use only the rules relevant to the
query – those in its procedural call-graph – to find its truth value. In Example 1,
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rule close_museum ← special_visit is not relevant to answer the aforementioned
query, and thus is not involved in the call-graph.
The 3-valued Well-Founded Semantics or WFS [66] enjoys this relevancy property [12], i.e., it permits finding only relevant abducibles and their truth value via
the aforementioned top-down query-oriented procedure. Those abducibles not mentioned in the solution are indifferent to the query, e.g. abducible special_visit is
indifferent to query ?- close_library. Due to its relevancy property, the approaches
in this paper are based on WFS. Moreover, the XSB Prolog system [64], wherein all
the prototypes of our research are implemented, computes the WFS.

3

Tabling in Contextual Abduction and LP Updating

The progress of LP has been promoting new techniques for engineering LP-based
systems, most notably tabling mechanisms [62]. Tabling affords solutions reuse,
rather than recomputing them, by keeping in tables subgoals and their answers
obtained by query evaluation. It is supported, to a different extent, by a number of
Prolog systems.
In abduction, finding explanations to an observed evidence, or finding assumptions that can justify a goal, can be costly. We discuss in Section 3.1, that abduction
may benefit from tabling mechanisms by reusing priorly obtained abductive solutions from one abductive context to another. We subsequently discuss a unified
approach of LP abduction and tabling via their joint tabling, in Section 3.2.

3.1

Tabling in Contextual Abduction

Motivation and Idea Example 2 illustrates the motivation and the idea of tabled
abduction.
Example 2. A plane may be hit by lightning, when it flies in a stormy area and at a
low altitude. A case where it flies into a stormy area is when it enters cumulonimbus
cloud (a dense towering cloud associated with thunderstorms). Being hit by lightning
in such a stormy area may crash the plane. This example is expressed in the program
below (cumulonimbus and low_altitude are abducible atoms):
storm ← cumulonimbus.
hit_lightning ← storm, low_altitude.
crash ← hit_lightning, storm.

Suppose three queries are invoked, asking for individual explanations of storm,
hit_lightning, and crash, in that order. The first query, ?- storm, is satisfied
simply by having [cumulonimbus] as the abductive solution for storm, and tabling
it.
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Executing the second query, ?- hit_lightning, amounts to satisfying the two
subgoals in its body, i.e., abducing low_altitude followed by invoking storm. Since
storm has previously been invoked, we can benefit from reusing its solution, instead
of recomputing, given that the solution was tabled. That is, query ?- hit_lightning
can be solved by extending the current ongoing abductive context [low_altitude] of
subgoal storm with the already tabled abductive solution [cumulonimbus] of storm,
yielding the abductive solution [cumulonimbus, low_altitude].
The final query ?- crash can be solved similarly. Invoking the first subgoal
hit_lightning results in the priorly registered abductive solution: [cumulonimbus,
low_altitude], which becomes the current abductive context of the second subgoal storm. Since [cumulonimbus, low_altitude] subsumes the previously obtained
(and tabled) abductive solution [cumulonimbus] of storm, we can then safely take
[cumulonimbus, low_altitude] as the abductive solution to query ?- crash.
Example 2 shows how a tabled abductive solution [cumulonimbus], the abductive solution of the first query ?- storm, can be reused from one abductive context
of storm (viz., [low_altitude] in the second query, ?- hit_lightning) to another
context (viz., [cumulonimbus, low_altitude] in the third query, ?- crash). In practice a repeatedly called rule, like storm, may have a body comprising many subgoals,
causing potentially expensive recomputation of its abductive solutions, if they have
not been tabled.
Contextual Abduction with Tabling Tabled abduction with its prototype
Tabdual consists of a program transformation that provides self-sufficient program
transforms, which can be directly run to enact abduction by means of Tabdual’s
library of reserved predicates. We describe below how the idea in Example 2 is conceptually realized by contextual abduction with tabling in Tabdual. The reader is
referred to [59] for a more formal and technical treatment of the transformation.
Example 2 indicates two key ingredients of tabled abduction in Tabdual:
1. Abductive contexts, which relay the ongoing abductive solution from one subgoal to subsequent subgoals in the body of a rule, as well as from the head to
the body of a rule, via input and output contexts.
2. Tabled predicates, which table the abductive solutions for predicates defined
in the program, such that they can be reused from one abductive context to
another.
Example 3 shows how these two ingredients figure in the program transform of
Example 2.
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Example 3. Consider rule storm ← cumulonimbus of Example 2. A new predicate
stormab is introduced to table the abductive solution of storm,1 defined as:
stormab ([cumulonimbus]).
It is a simple tabled fact, as the rule of storm is defined solely by the abducible
cumulonimbus, without any other literals in its body.
We defined similar tabled predicates hit_lightningab and crashab for the other
two rules (of hit_lightning and crash, respectively):
hit_lightningab (E) ← storm([low_altitude], E).

crashab (E2 ) ← hit_lightning([ ], E1 ), storm(E1 , E2 ).

(1)
(2)

Predicate hit_lightningab (E) is a predicate that tables, in E, the abductive
solution of hit_lightning. Its definition follows from the original definition of
hit_lightning. Two extra (and new) parameters, that serve as input and output
contexts, are added to the subgoal storm. Notice how low_altitude, the abducible
appearing in the body of the original rule of hit_lightning, becomes the input abductive context of storm. This subgoal storm requires a rule of storm(I, O), defined
in rule (3) below, that reuses the solution tabled in stormab to produce the output
abductive context O from its input context I.
Predicate crashab tables the abductive solution for crash in its argument E2 . The
rule expresses that the tabled abductive solution E2 of crashab is obtained by relaying the ongoing abductive solution stored in context E1 from subgoal hit_lightning
to subgoal storm in the body, given the empty input abductive context (i.e., [ ]) of
hit_lightning (because there is no abducible by itself in the body of the original
rule of crash).
Now that we have tabled predicates, the remaining rules to define are those that
reuse the tabled solutions. That is, we define the rule of storm(I, O) that reuses
the solution tabled in stormab , and produce the output abductive context O from
its input context I (the other rules hit_lightning(I, O) and crash(I, O) are defined
similarly):
storm(I, O) ← stormab (E), produce_context(O, I, E).

(3)

This rule expresses that the output abductive solution O of storm is obtained from
the solution entry E of stormab and the given input context I of storm, via the
Tabdual system predicate produce_context(O, I, E). This system predicate concerns itself with: whether E is already contained in I and, if not, whether there
1

In XSB Prolog, this tabling effect is achieved by declaring predicate stormab as a tabled
predicate.
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are any abducibles from E, consistent with I, that can be added to produce O.
For example, produce_context in rule (1) adds the tabled solution cumulonimbus
to the input abductive context [low_altitude] of storm, thus producing the output
[cumulonimbus, low_altitude]. On the other hand, in rule (2), the tabled solution cumulonimbus of storm is already contained in the input abductive context
E1 = [cumulonimbus, low_altitude], yielding the latter as the output E2 = E1 .
Note that if E is inconsistent with I then the specific entry E cannot be reused
with I, produce_context fails and another entry E is sought. For instance, suppose storm is invoked with the input abductive context [cumulonimbus∗ ]. This
goal storm([cumulonimbus∗ ], O) will fail, as produce_context ends up with an inconsistent solution containing cumulonimbus and cumulonimbus∗ . In summary,
produce_context should guarantee that it produces a consistent output context O
from I and E that encompasses both.
Abduction under Negative Goals We have seen in Example 3 abduction performed under positive goals via abductive contexts and tabling. A common approach
for abducing under negative goals is by first computing all abductive solutions of its
corresponding positive goal, and then having to negate their disjunction. Tabdual
avoids such computation of all abductive solutions by employing the dual transformation [4] in contextual abduction.
The dual transformation is based on the idea of making negative goals ‘positive’
literals. It thus permits obtaining one abductive solution at a time, just as if we
treat abduction under positive goals. The dual transformation defines for each atom
A and its set of rules R in a program P , a set of dual rules whose head not_A is true
if and only if A is false by R in the employed semantics of P . Note that, instead of
having a negative goal not A as the rules’ head, we use its corresponding ‘positive’
literal, not_A. Example 4 illustrates the main idea of how the dual transformation
is employed in Tabdual.
Example 4. Recall Example 1 and the two rules of close_library:
close_library ← weekend.
close_library ← weekend∗ , absent.
The dual transformation will create a set of dual rules for close_library. These
dual rules falsify close_library with respect to its two rules. That is, the rule of
not_close_library is defined by falsifying both the first rule and the second rule,
denoted below by predicate close_library ∗1 and close_library ∗2 , respectively:
not_close_library(C0 , C2 ) ← close_library ∗1 (C0 , C1 ), close_library ∗2 (C1 , C2 ).
Note the input and output abductive context parameters that figure in the rule:
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C0 and C2 , in the head, and similarly in each subgoal of the rule’s body, where
intermediate context C1 relays the ongoing abductive solution from close_library ∗1
to close_library ∗2 .
Next, we define how the first and the second rules of close_library are falsified,
i.e., rules for close_library ∗1 and close_library ∗2 . These rules are naturally defined
by falsifying the body of close_library’s first rule and second rule, respectively. In
case of close_library ∗1 : the first rule of close_library is falsified only by abducing
the negation of weekend, viz., weekend∗ . Therefore, we have:
close_library ∗1 (I, O) ← weekend∗ (I, O).
Notice that weekend∗ is abduced by invoking the subgoal weekend∗ (I, O). This
subgoal is defined as follows (other abducibles, both positive and negative ones,
transform similarly):
weekend∗ (I, O) ← insert_abducible(weekend∗ , I, O).

(4)

where insert_abducible(A, I, O) is a Tabdual system predicate that inserts abducible weekend∗ into input context I, resulting in output context O. As in the
predicate produce_context, it also maintains the consistency of the context, failing
if inserting A results in an inconsistent one.
In case of close_library ∗2 : the second rule of close_library is falsified by alternatively failing one subgoal in its body at a time, i.e. by negating weekend∗ or,
alternatively by negating absent.
close_library ∗2 (I, O) ← weekend(I, O).
close_library ∗2 (I, O) ← not_absent(I, O).
where weekend(I, O) is similarly defined as in the above rule of weekend∗ (I, O),
and not_absent(I, O) is defined by the dual transformation for absent.
Consider now query ?- not_close_library([ ], O). Provided the dual rules for
close_library and absent, we obtain a single solution [weekend∗ , strike∗ ]. Note that
insert_abducible rules out [weekend∗ , weekend] as a solution, due to its inconsistency.
Abduction with Integrity Constraints
Example 5. Recall Example 1 plus new information: librarians may also be free
from working in case the library is being renovated, expressed as:
absent ← renov.
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Query ?- close_library([ ], T ) now returns an additional solution, viz. [weekend∗ ,
renov]. Let us further suppose that the municipal authority permits any renovations
to take place only on weekends, expressed as an IC below:
f alse ← weekend∗ , renov.
The queries should now respect the IC, too. That is, it should be conjoined with
not_false to ensure that all integrity constraints are satisfied:
?- close_library([ ], T ), not_f alse(T, O).
where the dual transformation provides the definition for not_f alse. Note that the
abductive solution for close_library is further constrained by passing it to the subsequent subgoal not_false for confirmation, via the intermediate context T . Using
the Tabdual approach, we can easily check that [weekend∗ , renov] is now ruled out
from the solutions.
Tabdual also takes care of abduction over non-ground programs and programs
with loops. Abduction over programs with loops sometimes occur in real applications, e.g., in psychiatric diagnosis, cf. [18] that deals with non-stratified negation:
“The patient has an Adjustment Disorder if he does not have Alzheimer’s Dementia,
and has Alzheimer’s Dementia if the patient does not have an Adjustment Disorder”,
which corresponds to rules adjustment_disorder ← not alzheimer_dementia and
alzheimer_dementia ← not adjustment_disorder. Tabdual also benefits from
other XSB’s features to foster its practicality, e.g., constructing dual rules by need
only. The reader is referred to [59] for details of implementation aspects.

3.2

Combining LP Abduction and Updating

In addition to abduction, an agent may learn new knowledge from the external world
or update itself internally on its own decision in order to pursue its present goal. It
is therefore natural to accommodate abduction systems with knowledge updating.
In Section 3.2.1 we summarize an implemented approach for LP updating, called
Evolp/r, that employs incremental tabling [53], an advanced tabling feature of XSB
Prolog that lends itself to dynamic environments and evolving systems. Having the
two tabling-based approaches for different purposes, viz., Tabdual and Evolp/r,
we combine them in a unified approach, as discussed in Section 3.2.2.
3.2.1

Evolp/r for LP Updating

Evolp/r is theoretically underpinned by Evolving Logic Programs (Evolp) [2];
the latter is itself based on Dynamic Logic Program [3]. Though its syntax and
semantics are based on Evolp, they differ in several respects, which characterize
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Evolp/r, as per below. The reader is referred to [54] for a more detailed theoretical
basis of Evolp/r.
Restriction to Fluent Updates While Evolp allows full-blown rule updates,
Evolp/r restricts updates to state-dependent literals only (commonly known as
fluents), i.e., literals whose truth value may change from one state to another. Syntactically, every fluent F is accompanied by its fluent complement ∼F . Program
updates are enacted by asserting F , whereas its retraction is realized by asserting
its complement ∼F at a later state. It thus admits non-monotonicity of a fluent, as
the latter update supervenes the former.
Though updates in Evolp/r are restricted to fluents only, it nevertheless still
permits rule updates by introducing a rule name fluent that uniquely identifies the
rule for which it is introduced. Such a rule name fluent is placed in the body of a rule
to turn the rule on and off, cf. [48]; this being achieved by asserting or retracting
that specific fluent. For instance, while Evolp allows asserting rule absent ← renov
in Example 5, Evolp/r does this by introducing a unique rule name fluent, say
rule(absent←renov) , in the body of that rule (this is internally done by Evolp/r via
a program transformation):
absent ← rule(absent←renov) , renov.

(5)

and asserting the rule name fluent rule(absent←renov) at state T , making it true at T
and thus turning the rule on. On the other hand, asserting ∼rule(absent←renov) at a
subsequent state T 0 > T , making the rule name fluent false later at T 0 , and hence
turning the rule off from then on.
Incremental Tabling of Fluents The first approach of Evolp/r [55] preliminarily exploits the combination of two tabling features in XSB Prolog: (1) incremental tabling [53], which ensures the consistency of answers in tables with all dynamic
facts and rules upon which the tables depend; and (2) answer subsumption [63],
which allows tables to retain only answers that subsume others wrt. some order
relation.
Incremental tabling of fluents is employed in Evolp/r to automatically maintain
the consistency of program states due to assertion and retraction of fluent literals,
whether obtained as updated facts (wrt. extensional fluent) or concluded by rules
(wrt. to intensional fluent). On the other hand, answer subsumption of fluent literals
allows to address the frame problem, by automatically keeping track of only their
latest assertion or retraction wrt. the state of a given query. Tabling both a fluent
and its complement provides a convenient formulation of counterfactual reasoning
(cf. Section 3.5 of [47]).
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The combined use of incremental tabling and answer subsumption is realized
in the incrementally tabled predicate f luent(F, HtF , Qt) for fluent literal F , where
HtF and Qt are the states (timestamps) when it holds true (holds-time) and when
it is queried (query-time), resp. Invoking f luent(F, HtF , Qt) thus, either looks for
an entry in its table, if one exists; otherwise, it invokes dynamic definitions of fluent
F , and returns the latest time HtF fluent F is true wrt. a given query-time Qt.
In order to return only the latest time HtF when F is true (wrt. Qt), f luent/3
is tabled using answer subsumption on its second argument. Predicate f luent/3
is then employed in Evolp/r system predicate holds(F, Qt) to query whether F
holds true at query-time Qt. It does so by looking for the entry for F in the table of
f luent(F, HtF , Qt), obtaining the latest time HtF ≤ Qt, and guarantees that F is
not supervened by its complement ∼F , i.e., Ht∼F ≤ HtF , where Ht∼F is obtained
by invoking f luent(∼F, Ht∼F , Qt)).
While answer subsumption is shown useful in this approach to avoid recursing
through the frame axiom by allowing direct access to the latest time when a fluent
is true, it requires f luent/3 to have query time Qt as its argument. Consequently,
it may hinder the reusing of tabled answers of f luent/3 by similar goals which differ
only in their query-time. Ideally, the state of a fluent literal in time depends solely
on the changes made to the world, and not on whether that world is being queried.
The above issue is addressed in the second approach [54], where the use of incremental tabling in Evolp/r is fostered further, while leaving out the problematic
use of answer subsumption. The main idea, not captured in the first approach, is
the perspective that knowledge updates (either self or world wrought changes) occur
whether or not they are queried: the former take place independently of the latter,
i.e., when a fluent is true at Ht, its truth lingers on independently of Qt. Consequently, from the standpoint of the tabled f luent predicate definition, Qt no longer
becomes its argument: we now have incremental tabled predicate f luent(F, HtF ).
Invoking f luent(F, HtF ) thus amounts to look for an entry in its table, if one exists;
otherwise, it invokes dynamic definitions of fluent F , and returns a holds-time HtF
(a state when fluent F is true). Since answer subsumption is left out, more than
one instance of holds-time HtF of fluent F may be tabled.
The implementation details of Evolp/r are beyond the scope of this paper, but
can be found in [54]. We only illustrate, in Example 6, how the state information,
viz., holds-time, figures in a rule transform.
Example 6. Recall rule (5): absent ← rule(absent←renov) , renov. For the purpose
of this example, assume that renov is not an abducible, but instead a fluent. Its
rule transform is shown below (abstracted away from implementation details):
absent(T ) ← f luent(rule(absent←renov) , T1 ), f luent(renov, T2 ), latest([T1 , T2 ], T ).
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where the reserved predicate latest determines a holds-time T of fluent absent in the
head by which inertial fluent in its body (i.e., fluents rule(absent←renov) and renov)
holds the latest.
The main characteristics of the second approach are summarized below.
• Though more than one instance of holds-time HtF of fluent F may be tabled,
this approach still permits avoiding top-down recursion or bottom-up iteration
through the frame axiom. This is taken care of by the underlying tabling
mechanism: look-up a collection of states a fluent literal is true in the table,
pick-up the most recent one, and ensure that its complement, with a later
state, does not exist in the table. More precisely, querying whether fluent
F holds true at query-time Qt amounts to looking for entries for fluent F in
the table, by invoking f luent(F, HtF ), in order to obtain the highest state
HtF ≤ Qt, and to guarantee that F is not supervened by its complement ∼F ,
by invoking f luent(∼F, Ht∼F ) and obtaining the highest state Ht∼F such that
Ht∼F ≤ HtF .
• Propagation of fluent updates is controlled by initially keeping them pending
in the database. On the initiative of an actual (top-goal) query, just those
updates up to the actual query time are activated, via their incremental assertions, which in turn, automatically trigger system-level incremental bottom-up
recomputation of other tabled fluent literals (viz., updating the state information Ht of these fluents). This updating technique thus allows high-level topdown deliberative reasoning about a query to be reconciled with autonomous
low-level (via tabling) bottom-up world reactivity to ongoing updates.
• For facilitating the propagation of fluent complements, Evolp/r borrows the
dual transformation from Tabdual. That is, the transformation derives rules
for the dual negation fluent literal ∼F from their corresponding positive rules of
fluent F . It thus helps propagate this dual negation fluent literal incrementally,
in order to establish whether the fluent or rather its complement is true at some
state.
3.2.2

Combining Tabdual and Evolp/r

We have presented in the previous sections approaches for LP abduction (Tabdual)
and updating (Evolp/r). Both approaches enjoy the benefit of tabling features,
albeit their different usage. We now recap a unified approach to integrate Tabdual
and Evolp/r for keeping the benefit of tabling in each individual approach.
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Our initial attempt, as reported in [57], employs the concept of hypotheses generation from [42], where the notion of expectation is employed to express preconditions
for enabling the assumption of an abducible. An abducible A can be assumed, or
considered, if there is an expectation for it, and no expectation to the contrary:
consider(A) ← expect(A), not expect_not(A), A.
Note that this concept consequently requires every rule with abducibles in its body
to be preprocessed, by substituting abducible A with consider(A). The need and the
rule definitions for expect(A) and expect_not(A) depend on the encoded problem.
While this concept generates only abductive explanations relevant for the problem at hand, the approach in [57] limits the benefit of tabled abduction. That is,
instead of associating tabled abduction to a particular atom (e.g., stormab in Example 3) for a subsequent reuse in another context, a single (and generic) tabled
predicate considerab is introduced for tabling only this single abducible A being
considered. Though expect(A) and expect_not(A) may have rules stating conditions for expecting a or otherwise, it is unnatural that such rules would have other
abducibles as a condition for abducing A, as consider/1 concerns conditions for one
abducible only, according to its intended semantics and use. That is, a consider/1
call will not depend on another consider/1.
Such a generic tabling by consider_ab is indeed unnecessary and not intended
by tabled abduction. In this section we remedy the joint tabling approach of [57] in
order to uphold the idea and the benefit of tabled abduction. As in [57], the joint
tabling approach in combining Tabdual and Evolp/r naturally depends on two
pieces of information carried from each of these techniques, viz. abductive contexts
and the state when a fluent holds true, respectively. They keep the same function
in the integration as in their respective individual approach. Example 7 shows how
both entries figure in a remedied rule transform.
Example 7. Recall rule hit_lightning ← storm, low_altitude in Example 2. Its
rule transform is shown below (abstracted away from its rule name and other implementation details):
hit_lightningab (E2 , T ) ← low_altitude([ ], E1 , T1 ), storm(E1 , E2 , T2 ),
latest([T1 , T2 ], T ).

(6)

where E2 is an abductive solution tabled by predicate hit_lightningab , obtained by
relaying the ongoing abductive solution in context E1 from subgoal low_altitude
to subgoal storm in the body, given the empty input abductive context (i.e., [ ]) of
low_altitude. As in Example 6, the reserved predicate latest determines the state
T of hit_lightning from low_altitude and storm that latest holds.
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There are two points to note in the above remedied transformation. First, the
abducible low_altitude in the body is now called explicitly (rather than immediately
placed as the input abductive context of storm, cf. rule (1) in Example 3). This is to
anticipate possible updates on this abducible. Such an abducible update may take
place when one wants to commit to a preferred explanation and fix it in the program
as a fact, a case that we show in Section 4 to fix an abduced background context
of a counterfactual. Having an abducible as an explicit subgoal in the body thus
facilitates bottom-up propagation of its updates (induced by incremental tabling
in Evolp/r), due to the apparent dependency between the tabled predicate in the
head (e.g., hit_lightningab ), and the abducible goal in the body (e.g., low_altitude).
Second, by prioritizing abducible goals in the body (to occur before any other nonabducible goals), Tabdual’s benefit, of reusing tabled abductive solutions from one
context to another, is still obtained. In Example 7, calling abducible low_altitude
with the empty input abductive context – solved using its definition similar to rule
(4) – provides storm with an actual input abductive context E1 = [low_altitude].
It thus achieves the same effect as simply having [low_altitude] as the input context
of storm (cf. rule (1) of Example 3). Using a similar transform as in rule (6), the
rule transform for crashab is given below:
crashab (E1 , T ) ← hit_lightning([ ], E1 , T1 ), storm(E1 , E2 , T2 ), latest([T1 , T2 ], T ).
The tabled solution in hit_lightningab (rule (6)) can be reused via the definition
hit_lightning below (this definition is similar to rule (3) in Section 3.1, just adding
the state information T ):
hit_lightning(I, O, T ) ← hit_lightningab (E, T ), produce_context(O, I, E).
We may observe that, like in Example 3 of Tabdual, the subgoal storm in the
above rule of crashab is called with a different actual input abductive context (viz.,
E1 = [cumulonimbus, low_altitude]) from that of the same subgoal in rule (6).
Finally, the different purposes of the dual program transformation, employed
both in Tabdual and Evolp/r, are now consolidated within this unified approach:
• Following the name convention for dual predicates in Tabdual, the dual negation ∼F of fluent literal F is now renamed to not_F in the unified approach.
• As in the positive rule transform, the abductive context and state information
(viz., holds-time) jointly figure in the parameters of dual predicates. Recall
Example 4. Considering close_library as a fluent, the dual transformation of
the unified approach results in rules below (abstracted away from the two rule
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name fluents of close_library and other implementation details):
not_close_library(C0 , C2 , Ht) ← close_library ∗1 (C0 , C1 , Ht1 ),

close_library ∗2 (C1 , C2 , Ht2 ),
latest([Ht1 , Ht2 ], Ht)

(7)

close_library ∗1 (I, O, Htwe∗ ) ← weekend∗ (I, O, Htwe∗ ).
close_library ∗2 (I, O, Htwe ) ← weekend(I, O, Htwe ).
close_library ∗2 (I, O, Htna ) ← not_absent(I, O, Htna ).

From the abduction perspective, it helps to efficiently deal with downwards byneed abduction under negated goals, e.g., abduction via close_library ∗i due to
invoking the goal not_close_library([ ], O, T ). The state when an abducible is
abduced, e.g., Htwe∗ of weekend∗ in the rule of close_library ∗1 , is determined
in rule (7) by Ht (viz., by the reserved predicate latest): it can be a concrete
timestamp Ht2 or the actual query-time Qt (if Ht2 is not concrete yet, which
is the case when Ht2 itself refers to another abduction state).
From the updating perspective, it helps to incrementally propagate upwards
the dual negation complement of a fluent. For instance, updating the program
with weekend∗ at Htwe∗ will incrementally propagate Htwe∗ to determine Ht
of fluent not_close_library, in this case via close_library ∗1 .

4

Counterfactuals with LP Abduction and Updating

In this section we propose an approach that makes use of LP abduction and updating for counterfactual reasoning [47]. It is based on Pearl’s approach [40] to evaluate
counterfactuals, and adapts it to LP. In Pearl’s approach, counterfactuals are evaluated based on a probabilistic causal model and a calculus of intervention. Its main
idea is to infer background circumstances that are conditional on current evidences,
and subsequently to make a minimal required intervention in the current causal
model, so as to comply with the antecedent condition of the counterfactual. The
modified model serves as the basis for computing the counterfactual consequent’s
probability.
Our LP-based approach abstains from the use of probability, and concentrates
on pure non-probabilistic counterfactual reasoning in LP, by resorting to LP abduction and updating, to determine the logical validity of counterfactuals under
Well-Founded Semantics (WFS). Nevertheless, the approach is also adaptable to
other semantics, e.g., Weak Completion Semantics [24] is employed in [44].
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In the sequel, the Well-Founded Model of program P is denoted by W F M (P ).
The logical consequence relation |= is defined such that for formula F , P |= F iff F
is true in W F M (P ).

4.1

Causation and Intervention in LP

Two important ingredients in Pearl’s approach of counterfactuals are causal model
and intervention. Given that the inferential arrow in a LP rule representing causal
direction, causation can be captured by LP abduction. It expresses a causal source
by providing an explanation to a given observation. With respect to Pearl’s causal
model: (1) An observation O corresponds to Pearl’s definition for evidence. That
is, O has rules concluding it in program P , and hence does not belong to the set of
abducibles A; (2) Pearl’s model comprises a set of background variables (also known
as exogenous variables), whose values are conditional on case-considered observed
evidences and are not causally explained in the model. In terms of LP abduction,
they correspond to a set of abducibles E ⊆ A that provide abductive explanations
to observation O. Indeed, these abducibles have no preceding causal explanatory
mechanism, as they have no rules concluding them in the program.
Whereas abduction permits obtaining explanations to observations, the evaluation of counterfactual “if P re had been true, then Conc would have been true”,
following Pearl’s approach, requires the so-called intervention. This is achieved
by explicitly imposing the desired truth value of P re, and subsequently checking
whether the predicted truth value of Conc consistently follows from this intervention. As described in Pearl’s approach, such an intervention establishes a required
adjustment, so as to ensure that the counterfactual’s antecedent be met. It permits
the value of the antecedent to differ from its actual one, whilst maintaining the
consistency of the modified model.
LP updating complements LP abduction in establishing an apposite adjustment
to the causal model by hypothetical updates of causal intervention on the program,
affecting defeasible rules. Moreover, LP updating facilitates fixing the initial abduced background context of the counterfactual being evaluated in the program, by
updating the program with the preferred explanation to the current observations.
Next, we detail the roles of LP abduction and updating in our procedure for
evaluating the validity of counterfactuals.

4.2

Evaluating Counterfactuals in LP

The procedure to evaluate counterfactuals in LP essentially takes the three-step
process of Pearl’s approach as its reference. That is, each step in the LP approach
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captures the same idea of its corresponding step in Pearl’s. The three-step procedure
is detailed as follows.
Let program P encode the modeled situation on which counterfactuals are evaluated. Consider a counterfactual “if P re had been true, then Conc would have been
true”, where P re and Conc are finite conjunctions of literals.
1. Abduction: Perform abduction to explain past circumstances in the presence
of evidence (i.e., factual observation).2 . More to the point, compute an explanation E ⊆ A to the observation O. The selected explanation is fixed (via
updating) as the abduced background context in which the counterfactual is
evaluated (“all other things being equal”), to obtain program P ∪ E.

2. Action: For each literal L in conjunction P re, introduce a pair of reserved
meta-predicates make(B) and make_not(B), where B is the atom in L. These
two meta-predicates are introduced for the purpose of establishing causal intervention: they are used to express hypothetical alternative events to be
imposed. This step comprises two stages:
(a) Transformation:
• Add rule B ← make(B) to program P ∪ E.
• Add not make_not(B) to the body of each rule in P whose head
is B. If there is no such rule, add rule B ← not make_not(B) to
program P ∪ E.

Let (P ∪ E)τ be the resulting transform.

(b) Intervention: Adjust the resulting transform (P ∪E)τ to comply with the
antecedent of the counterfactual. The antecedent of the counterfactual is
imposed with an intervention on the program, by updating the program
with the hypothetical fluents corresponding to the required intervention:
update program (P ∪ E)τ with literal make(B) or make_not(B), for
L = B or L = not B, resp. Assuming that P re is consistent, make(B)
and make_not(B) will not be imposed at the same time.
Let (P ∪ E)τ,ι be the program obtained after these hypothetical updates
of intervention.
3. Prediction: Verify whether the consequent of the counterfactual deductively
follows: (P ∪ E)τ,ι |= Conc. Additionally, ensure that all ICs (if any) are also
satisfied.
2

Factual observations are those explicitly given, and not presupposed from the considered counterfactual. Implicit presuppositions, either those appearing in counterfactual or indicative conditionals, cannot immediately be regarded as observations.
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The counterfactual “if P re had been true, then Conc would have been true” is
thus valid given an observation O iff O is explained by E ⊆ A, (P ∪ E)τ,ι |= Conc,
and all ICs (if any) are satisfied in W F M ((P ∪ E)τ,ι ).
We illustrate in Example 8 how this three-step procedure is actually realized using a combination of LP abduction and updating to evaluate the validity of counterfactuals. The reader is referred to [47] for its formal procedure and implementation
details. The procedure has been implemented in a prototype, Qualm, on top of our
unified approach of LP abduction and updating (cf. Section 3.2.2), in XSB Prolog.
Example 8. Recall the example in Section 1: Lightning hits a forest and a devastating forest fire breaks out. The forest was dry after a long hot summer and many
acres were destroyed. Let us consider more abductive causes for the forest fire: storm
(which implies lightning hitting the ground) or barbecue. Note that dry leaves are
important for forest fire in both cases. This example is expressed in the program
below, where the set of abducibles is A = {storm, barbecue, storm∗ , barbecue∗ }:
f ire ← barbecue, dry_leaves.
f ire ← barbecue∗ , lightning, dry_leaves.
lightning ← storm.
dry_leaves.
The explicit use of barbecue∗ in the second rule of f ire is intended so as to have
mutual exclusive explanations.
Consider counterfactual “if only there had not been lightning, then the forest fire
would not have occurred”, where the factual observations is O = {lightning, f ire}.
Note that the observations assure us that both the antecedent and the consequent
literals of the counterfactual were factually false, ensuring that the latter is relevant.
1. Abduction: Abduce consistent explanations E ⊆ A to the above factual
observations O, viz., E1 = {storm, barbecue∗ } and E2 = {storm, barbecue}.
Say E1 is preferred for consideration. The abduced background context for the
counterfactual is fixed by updating the program with E1 , obtaining P ∪ E1 .
2. Action: The transformation results in program (P ∪ E1 )τ :

f ire ← barbecue, dry_leaves.
f ire ← barbecue∗ , lightning, dry_leaves.
lightning ← storm, not make_not(lightning).
dry_leaves.
lightning ← make(lightning).

Program (P ∪ E1 )τ is updated with make_not(lightning) as the required
causal intervention, viz., “if there had not been lightning”.
3. Prediction: Verify if the conclusion “the forest fire would not have occurred” holds in WFS. Indeed, (P ∪ E1 )τ,ι |= not f ire. That is, not f ire
holds with respect to the intervened modified program for explanation E1 =
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{storm, barbecue∗ } and the intervention make_not(lightning). Thus, the
counterfactual is valid.
Example 9. Continuing Example 8, if E2 is instead preferred to update P , the
counterfactual is no longer valid. In this case, (P ∪ E1 )τ = (P ∪ E2 )τ , and the
required causal intervention is also the same: make_not(lightning). But we now
have (P ∪ E2 )τ,ι 6|= not f . Indeed, this conforms with our understanding that the
forest fire would still have occurred but due to an alternative cause, viz., a barbecue.
Skeptical and credulous counterfactual evaluations could ergo be defined, i.e.,
by evaluating the proferred counterfactual for each abduced background context.
Given that step 2 can be accomplished by a one-time transformation, such skeptical and credulous counterfactual evaluations require only executing step 3 for each
background context fixed in step 1.

5

Applications to Computational Morality

Counterfactual theories are very suggestive of a conceptual relationship to a form of
debugging, namely in view of correcting moral blame, since people ascribe abnormal
antecedents an increased causal power, and are also more likely to generate counterfactuals concerning abnormal antecedents. Two distinct processes can be identified
when people engage in counterfactual thinking. For one, its frequent spontaneous
triggers encompass bad outcomes and “close calls” (some harm that was close to happening). Second, such thinking comprises a process of finding antecedents which,
if mutated, would prevent the bad outcome from arising. When people employ
counterfactual thinking, they are especially prone to change abnormal antecedents,
as opposed to normal ones. Following a bad outcome, people are likely to conceive of the counterfactual “if only [some abnormal thing] had not occurred, then
the outcome would not have happened”. See [51] for a review. Such a conception
of counterfactuals in morality is discussed below by examining the issues of moral
permissibility (Section 5.1) and its justification (Section 5.2).

5.1

Moral Permissibility

In this section we look into the application of counterfactuals for examining viewpoints on moral permissibility, exemplified by classic moral dilemmas from the literature on the Doctrines of Double Effect (DDE) [37] and of Triple Effect (DTE)
[29]. Examining moral permissibility with counterfactuals according to these two
well-known doctrines does not require formalizing them, but instead detailing, according to our approach, their materialization in concrete moral dilemmas. Classic
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dilemmas regarding these doctrines are presented, so the results of counterfactual
evaluation are readily comparable to those intended in the literature. Moreover,
our applications focus on showing the process of moral reasoning through counterfactuals, rather than representing formally the notions of obligation, prohibition,
and permissibility in a formal logic (say, as deontic logic operators). Such distinct
research direction has been discussed elsewhere, e.g., [49, 7].
DDE is often invoked to explain the permissibility of an action that causes a
harm by distinguishing whether this harm is a mere side-effect of bringing about a
good result, or rather a means to bringing about the same good end [37]. In [22],
DDE has been utilized to explain the consistency of judgments, shared by subjects
from demographically diverse populations, on a series of moral dilemmas.
Counterfactuals may provide a general way to examine DDE in dilemmas, e.g.,
the classic trolley problem [16], by distinguishing between a cause and a side-effect
as a result of performing an action to achieve a goal. This distinction between causes
and side-effects may explain the permissibility of an action in accordance with DDE.
That is, if some morally wrong effect E happens to be a cause for a goal G that one
wants to achieve by performing an action A, and not a mere side-effect of A, then
performing A is impermissible. This is expressed by the counterfactual form below,
in a setting where action A is performed to achieve goal G:
If not E had been true, then not G would have been true.
The evaluation of this counterfactual form identifies permissibility of action A from
its effect E, by identifying whether the latter is a necessary cause for goal G or a
mere side-effect of action A. That is, if the counterfactual proves valid, then E is instrumental as a cause of G, and not a mere side-effect of action A. Since E is morally
wrong, achieving G that way, by means of A, is impermissible; otherwise, not. Note
that the evaluation of counterfactuals in this application is considered from the perspective of agents who perform the action, rather than from others’ (e.g., observers).
Moreover, our emphasis on causation in this application focuses on agents’ deliberate actions, rather than on causation and counterfactuals in general. See [9, 40, 23]
for a more general and broad discussion on causation and counterfactuals.
Examples 10 and 11 apply this counterfactual form in two off-the-shelf military
cases from [61]: terror bombing vs. tactical bombing. The former refers to bombing
a civilian target during a war, thus killing civilians, in order to terrorize the enemy,
and thereby get them to end the war. The latter case is attributed to bombing a
military target, which will effectively end the war, but with the foreseen consequence
of killing the same number of civilians nearby. According to DDE, terror bombing
fails permissibility due to a deliberate element of killing civilians to achieve the goal
of ending the war, whereas tactical bombing is accepted as permissible.
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Example 10. Terror bombing is expressed by the program below, where abducibles
are Ateb = {terror_bombing, terror_bombing ∗ }:
end_war ← terrorize_enemy.
terrorize_enemy ← kill_civilian.
kill_civilian ← bomb_civilian.
bomb_civilian ← terror_bombing.
We consider end_war as the goal and the counterfactual “if civilians had not been
killed, then the war would not have ended”, provided the factual observation O =
{kill_civilian, end_war}. It has a single explanation Eteb = {terror_bombing}.
Given the transform kill_civilian ← bomb_civilian, not make_not(kill_civilian)
and the intervention make_not(kill_civilian), the counterfactual is valid, because
not end_war holds in WFS with respect to the intervened modified program and
the background context Eteb , i.e., (P ∪ Eteb )τ,ι |= not end_war. That means the
morally wrong kill_civilian is instrumental in achieving the goal end_war: it is a
cause for end_war by performing terror_bombing and not merely its side-effect.
Hence terror_bombing is DDE morally impermissible.
Example 11. Tactical bombing with the same goal end_war is modeled by the
program below, where Atab = {tactical_bombing, tactical_bombing ∗ }:
end_war ← bomb_military.
bomb_military ← tactical_bombing.
kill_civilian ← tactical_bombing.
The counterfactual is the same and now we have Etab = {tactical_bombing} as the
only explanation to the same observation O = {kill_civilian, end_war}. By imposing the intervention make_not(kill_civilian) on the rule transform kill_civilian ←
tactical_bombing, not make_not(kill_civilian), one can verify that the counterfactual is not valid, because end_war holds in WFS with respect to the intervened modified program and the background context Etab . Therefore, the morally
wrong kill_civilian is just a side-effect in achieving the goal end_war. Hence
tactical_bombing is DDE morally permissible.
This application of counterfactuals can be extended to distinguish moral permissibility according to DDE vs. DTE. DTE [29] refines DDE particularly on the notion
about harming someone as an intended means. That is, DTE distinguishes further
between doing an action in order that an effect occurs and doing it because that effect will occur. The latter is a new category of action, which is not accounted for in
DDE. Though DTE also classifies the former as impermissible, it is more tolerant to
the latter (the third effect), i.e., it treats as permissible those actions performed just
because instrumental harm will occur. Kamm [29] proposed DTE to accommodate
a variant of the trolley problem, viz., the Loop Case [65]: A trolley is headed toward
five people walking on the track, and they will not be able to get off the track in time.
The trolley can be redirected onto a side track, which loops back towards the five. A
fat man sits on this looping side track, whose body will by itself stop the trolley. Is it
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morally permissible to divert the trolley to the looping side track, thereby hitting the
man and killing him, but saving the five? This case strikes most moral philosophers
that diverting the trolley is permissible [39]. Referring to a psychology study [22],
56% of its respondents judged that diverting the trolley in this case is also permissible. To this end, DTE may provide the justification, that it is permissible because
it will hit the man, and not in order to intentionally hit him [29]. Nonetheless, DDE
views diverting the trolley in the Loop case as impermissible.
We use counterfactuals to capture the distinct views of DDE and DTE in the
Loop case.
Example 12. We model the Loop case with the program below, where save, divert,
hit, tst, mst stand for save the five, divert the trolley, man hit by the trolley, train
on the side track and man on the side track, respectively, with save as the goal and
abducibles Aloop = {divert, divert∗ }:
save ← hit.
hit ← tst, mst.
tst ← divert.
mst.
DDE views diverting the trolley impermissible, because this action redirects the
trolley onto the side track, thereby hitting the man. Consequently, it prevents the
trolley from hitting the five. To come up with the impermissibility of this action,
it is required to show the validity of the counterfactual “if the man had not been
hit by the trolley, the five people would not have been saved”. Given the factual
observation O = {hit, save}, its only explanation is Eloop = {divert}. Note that
rule hit ← tst, mst transforms into hit ← tst, mst, not make_not(hit), and the required intervention is make_not(hit). The counterfactual is therefore valid, because
not save holds in WFS of the intervened modified program, given the background
context Eloop . This means hit, as a consequence of action divert, is instrumental as
a cause of goal save. Therefore, divert is DDE morally impermissible.
DTE considers diverting the trolley as permissible, since the man is already
on the side track, without any deliberate action performed in order to place him
there. In Example 12, we have the fact mst ready, without abducing any ancillary
action. The validity of the counterfactual “if the man had not been on the side
track, then he would not have been hit by the trolley”, which can easily be verified,
ensures that the unfortunate event of the man being hit by the trolley is indeed
the consequence of the man being on the side track. The lack of deliberate action
(exemplified here by pushing the man – push for short) in order to place him on the
side track, and whether the absence of this action still causes the unfortunate event
(the third effect) is captured by the counterfactual “if the man had not been pushed,
then he would not have been hit by the trolley”. This counterfactual is not valid,
because the factual observation O = {push, hit} has no explanation E ⊆ Aloop , i.e.,
push 6∈ Aloop , and no fact push exists either. This means that even without this
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hypothetical but unexplained deliberate action of pushing, the man would still have
been hit by the trolley (just because he is already on the side track). Though hit
is a consequence of divert and instrumental in achieving save, no deliberate action
is required to cause mst, in order for hit to occur. Hence divert is DTE morally
permissible.
Example 13. Consider a variant of the Loop case, viz., the Loop-Push Case (cf.
Extra Push Case in [29]). Differently from the Loop case, now the looping side track
is initially empty, and besides the diverting action, an ancillary action of pushing a
fat man in order to place him on the side track is additionally performed. This case
is modeled by the program below, where Alp = {divert, push, divert∗ , push∗ }:
save ← hit. hit ← tst, mst. tst ← divert. mst ← push.
Recall the counterfactuals in the discussion of DDE and DTE of the Loop case:
• “If the man had not been hit by the trolley, the five people would not have been
saved.” The observation O = {hit, save} provides an extended explanation
Elp1 = {divert, push}, i.e., the pushing action needs to be abduced for having
the man on the side track, so the trolley can be stopped by hitting him. The
same intervention make_not(hit) is applied to the same transform, resulting
in a valid counterfactual, because not save holds in WFS of the intervened
modified program with the background context Elp1 .
• “If the man had not been pushed, then he would not have been hit by the
trolley.” The factual observation is O = {push, hit}, explained by Elp2 =
{divert, push}. As there is no rule for push, rule push ← not make_not(push)
is introduced, and the intervention make_not(push) renders not hit to hold in
WFS of the intervened modified program, given Ep2 as its background context.
Thus, whereas this counterfactual is not valid in DTE of the Loop case, it is
valid in the Loop-Push case.
From the validity of these two counterfactuals it can be inferred that, given the
diverting action, the ancillary action of pushing the man onto the side track causes
him to be hit by the trolley, which in turn causes the five to be saved. In the LoopPush, DTE agrees with DDE that such a deliberate action (pushing) performed in
order to bring about harm (the man hit by the trolley), even for the purpose of a
good or greater end (to save the five), is likewise impermissible.

5.2

Moral Justification

Counterfactuals may as well be suitable to address moral justification, via ‘compound
counterfactuals’: Had I known what I know today, then if I were to have done
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otherwise, something preferred would have followed. Such counterfactuals, typically
imagining alternatives with worse effect – the so-called downward counterfactuals
[35], may provide moral justification for what was done due to a lack in the current
knowledge. This is accomplished by evaluating what would have followed if the
intent would have been otherwise, other things (including present knowledge) being
equal. It may justify that what would have followed is no morally better than the
actual ensued consequence.
Example 14. Consider a scenario developed from the Loop case of the trolley
problem, which happens on a particularly foggy day. Due to the low visibility, the
agent saw only part of the looping side track, so the side track appeared to the
agent rather as a straight non-looping one. The agent was faced with a situation
whether it was permissible for him to divert the trolley. The knowledge base of the
agent with respect to this scenario is shown in a simplified program below. Note
that divert(X) is an abducible atom.
run_sidetrack(X)
hit(X, Y )
save_f rom(X)
save_f rom(X)
sidetrack(straight)
sidetrack(loop)
f oggy.

←
←
←
←
←
←

divert(X).
run_sidetrack(X), on_sidetrack(Y ).
sidetrack(straight), run_sidetrack(X).
sidetrack(loop), hit(X, Y ), heavy_enough(Y ).
f oggy.
not f oggy.
on_sidetrack(man).
heavy_enough(man).

Taking save_f rom(trolley) as the goal, the agent performed counterfactual reasoning “if the man had not been hit by the trolley, the five people would not have
been saved”. Given the abduced background context divert(trolley), one can verify
that the counterfactual is not valid. That is, the man being hit by the trolley is just
a side-effect of achieving the goal, and thus divert(trolley) is morally permissible
according to DDE. Indeed, this case resembles the original trolley problem (also
commonly known as the Bystander case).
At some later time point, the fog has subsided, and by then it was clear to
the agent that the sidetrack was looping to the main track. This is achieved by
updating the program with not f oggy, rendering sidetrack(loop) true. There are
two standpoints on how the agent can justify his action divert(trolley). For one, it
can employ the aforementioned form of compound counterfactual “Had I known that
the sidetrack is looping, then if I had not diverted the trolley, the five would have
been saved” as a form of self-justification. Given the present knowledge that the side
track is looping, the inner counterfactual is not valid, meaning that to save the five
people, diverting the trolley (with the consequence of the man being hit) is required.
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Moreover, the counterfactual “if the man had not been hit by the trolley, the five
people would not have been saved”, in the abduced context divert(trolley), is valid,
meaning that this action is DDE impermissible (cf. Example 12). Therefore, the
agent can justify that what would have followed (given its present knowledge, i.e.,
sidetrack(loop)) is no morally better than the actual one, when there was lack of that
knowledge: its decision divert(trolley) at that time was instead DDE permissible.
Qualm can evaluate such compound counterfactuals, thanks to its implemented
incremental tabling of fluents (Section 3.2.1). Because fluents and their state information are tabled, events in the past subjected to hypothetical updates of intervention can readily be accessed (in contrast to a destructive database approach, cf.
[31]). Indeed, these hypothetical updates take place without requiring any undoing of other fluent updates, from the state those past events occurred in up to the
current one; more recent updates are kept in tables and readily provide the current
knowledge. The discussion of this technique can specifically be found in Section 3.5
of [47].
A different standpoint from where to justify its action is by resorting to Scanlon’s contractualism [60]. Scanlon argues that moral permissibility can be addressed
through the so-called deliberative employment of moral judgments. That is, the
question of the permissibility of actions is answered by identifying the justified but
defeasible argumentative considerations, and their exceptions. It is based on a view
that moral dilemmas typically share the same structure: (1) They concern general
principles that in some cases admit exceptions; (2) They raise questions about when
those exceptions apply. With this structure, an action is determined impermissible
through deliberative employment when there is no countervailing consideration that
would justify an exception to the applied general principle. In this vein, for the
example we are currently discussing, the DTE serves as the exception to justify the
permissibility of the action divert(trolley) when the side track was known to be
looping, as shown through counterfactual reasoning in Example 12.
We extend now Example 14 to further illustrate how moral permissibility of actions is justified through defeasible argumentative considerations according to Scanlon’s contractualism.
Example 15. As the trolley approached, the agent realized that the man was not
heavy enough to stop it. This information is acknowledged by the agent through
updating its knowledge base with not heavy_enough(man). But there was a heavy
cart on the bridge over the looping sidetrack that the agent could push to place it
on the side track, and thereby stop the trolley. This scenario is expressed with rules
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below (push(X) is an abducible atom), in addition to the program of Example 14:
on_sidetrack(X) ← on_bridge(X), push(X).
on_sidetrack(Y ) ← push(X), inside(Y, X).
on_bridge(cart).

(8)
(9)

heavy_enough(cart).

The second rule of on_sidetrack is an extra knowledge of the agent, that if an object
Y is inside the pushed object X, then Y will be on the side track, too.
The goal save_f rom(trolley) now succeeds with [divert(trolley), push(cart)] as
its abductive solution. But the agent subsequently learned that a fat man, who
was heavy enough, was inside the cart: the agent updates its knowledge base with
inside(f at_man, cart) and heavy_enough(f at_man). As a consequence, this man
was also on the side track and hit by the trolley, which can be verified by query
?- hit(trolley, f at_man).
In this scenario, a deliberate action of pushing was involved that consequently
placed the fat man on the side track (as verified by ?- on_sidetrack(f at_man))
and the man being hit by the trolley is instrumental to save the five people from
the track (as verified by the counterfactual “if the fat man had not been hit by
the trolley, the five people would not have been saved”). Nevertheless, the agent
may justify the permissibility of its action by arguing that its action is admitted by
DTE. In this case, the fat man being hit by the trolley is just a side-effect of the
agent’s action push(cart) in order to save the five people. Indeed, this justification
can be shown through reasoning on the counterfactual “if the cart had not been
pushed, then the fat man would not have been hit by the trolley”, which is valid
given the abduced background context push(cart). Furthermore, the observation
hit(trolley, f at_man) cannot be explained by push(f at_man) given the absence of
the fact on_bridge(f at_man), i.e., the hypothetical action push(f at_man) is not
the causal source for the fat man being hit by the trolley.
All moral examples presented in this paper have been successfully tested in
Qualm. Examples 14 and 15 together actually form one single program, where
Qualm features (derived from its constituents, Tabdual and Evolp/r) are exercised. For instance, in Example 14, after updating the program with not f oggy, reinvoking the goal save_f rom(trolley) reuses the abductive solution divert(trolley)
tabled from the previous invocation of run_sidetrack(trolley). Moreover, this
tabled solution is involved in (as the context of) the deliberative reasoning for
the goal on_sidetrack(man) when hit(trolley, man) is called. It thus provides a
computational model of collaborative interaction between deliberative and reactive
reasoning in a form of the dual-process model [10, 33], when viewing tabling as a
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form of low-level reactive behavior. Another feature used, from Evolp/r, is that
rules (8) and (9) are first switched off in Example 14, via the rule name fluent mechanism (cf. Section 3.2.1), as they are not applicable in the considered scenario. Only
later, in Example 15, are they switched on again to allow abducing additional action
push(cart).

6

Summary and Concluding Remarks

Abduction has recently been on the back burner in LP. One of our research contributions is to address challenges in engineering LP abduction systems, to revive
abduction in LP. We present an implemented tabled abduction technique, Tabdual, to benefit from LP tabling mechanisms in contextual abduction, so that priorly
obtained (and tabled) abductive solutions can be reused from one abductive context
to another.
Aiming at facilitating the interplay between LP abduction and other LP nonmonotonic reasoning, we have also combined this tabled abduction technique with
our own-developed LP updating Evolp/r; the latter employs an incremental tabling
feature of XSB Prolog, and permits a reconciliation of high-level top-down deliberative reasoning about a goal, with autonomous low-level bottom-up world reactivity
to ongoing updates.
The other contribution is that of applying our unified approach of LP abduction
and LP updating to formulate counterfactuals reasoning based on Pearl’s structural
theory, but omitting formal probability, given the lack of pure non-probabilistic
counterfactual reasoning in LP. In our LP-based counterfactual approach, abduction
specifically plays an important role, to explain past circumstances in the presence of
evidence (factual observation), and fix (via LP updating) considered explanations as
the abduced background context in which the counterfactual is to be evaluated. Our
implemented approach and its prototype Qualm is based on the Well-Founded Semantics, but adaptable to other semantics as well, e.g., Weak Completion Semantics
[24] is employed in [44], where manual updating is used.
We also apply counterfactuals to model morality issues. Counterfactuals are
employed to examine moral reasoning about permissibility by resorting to our LP
approach, to distinguish between causes and side-effects as a result of agents’ actions to achieve a goal. Counterfactuals are also used to support justifying moral
permissibility of agents’ actions, either by a compound counterfactual formulation
or by arguing an appropriate moral principle as an applicable exception, following
Scanlon’s contractualism.
Side-effects in abduction have been investigated in [42, 43] through the concept
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of inspection points; the latter are construed in a procedure by ‘meta-abducing’
a specific abducible abduced(A) whose function is only that of checking that its
corresponding abducible A is indeed already adopted elsewhere. Therefore, the
consequence of the action that triggers this ‘meta-abducing’ is merely a side-effect.
Indeed, inspection points may be employed to distinguish a cause from a mere
side-effect, and thus may provide an alternative or supplement to counterfactuals
employed for the above same purpose of examining moral permissibility.
The moral examples in the present paper do not exploit the use of ICs. The use of
ICs within abduction, but without counterfactuals, for morality has been explored in
our related work [45]. They are particularly useful to rule out impermissible actions.
One of the difficulties in using an IC to express impermissibility is that it requires the
representation to be crafted in sufficient detail in order for the IC to be applicable.
While we use counterfactuals to examine permissibility (so we are not bound to have
a subtle problem representation), ICs can be used for other purposes, e.g., to choose
among mutually exclusive abducibles. On the other hand, ICs should be treated
carefully in counterfactuals, because an intervention may render ICs unsatisfiable,
and hence their body’s support may need to be abductively revised in order to
re-impose satisfaction.
While moral examples in this paper are based on those from the literature with
either their conceptual or empirical results readily available, a more systematic evaluation of counterfactual reasoning in computational morality may be considered as
future work. For instance, an empirical study with human subjects, say in collaboration with cognitive scientists, may be conducted to provide insights on relevant
counterfactuals in examining moral permissibility of considered cases, as well as
in examining argumentative processes of moral reasoning in justifying permissibility
via counterfactuals. The study will then be able to guide the form of counterfactuals
to represent and to reason about using the approach fostered in this paper.
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